
Chief Financial  
Officer

Position Location: Collingwood, Melbourne Employment Details: Full Time, Ongoing

To Apply: As this is a senior role, please head here to apply for this role.  
We will be in contact with you directly to provide you with next steps in the application process.

       We’re looking for someone who meets the below:

     You’ve been working in a CFO/senior finance role for at 
least 5 years and you’re well equipped with the skills and 
knowledge required to manage a finance function. 

     You have strong experience working in the FMCG 
industry at a wholesale or manufacturing level and you 
can bring super valuable industry insight to the role. 

     You understand the value (pun intended) of the CFO  
role to ensure financial compliance and accurate 
reporting for internal and external stakeholders. You 
pride yourself on maintaining financial records according 
to best practice accounting standards, to accurately 
represent the company and its activities.

     Your outstanding management accounting skills allow 
you to confidently advise board members and directors 
on strategic and tactical matters related to financial  
and tax structuring, budget management, cost analysis 
and forecasting - you got it covered.

     With a high degree of commercial acumen and an 
excellent understanding of financial policies, procedures, 
accounting standards and other regulatory compliance 
requirements, you have a track record of setting 
organisations up for success.

     You’ve got high level analytical skills and you can 
understand and interpret financial and non-financial 
data to make critical decisions and advise directors  
and other areas of the business as required.

     Did someone ask for the company KPIs to be translated 
into useful information? You can do it with ease and you 
get a real kick out of recommending improvements to 
strategy so that the company has actionable plans and  
is headed in the right direction. 

     You’re tactical and strategic in business decisions and 
negotiations. You’ve got strong foresight and initiative 
and the ability to readily anticipate risks and identify 
opportunities to increase operational efficiency and  
to reduce costs.

     You’re a people person and an exceptional team leader. 
Your outstanding interpersonal skills help you to build 
genuine and meaningful relationships and you’re able  
to motivate and influence others to find and  
execute solutions.

     You’re driven and you have outstanding self-management 
skills.  You’re renowned for your flexibility and resilience 
in a fast-paced environment and you never let restrictions 
limit your ideas.

     You’re always ready to learn more and increase your 
skills. You see this position as an opportunity to grow  
your knowledge and pioneer in this area.
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https://app.brilliantfit.co/caleajo/home/index.html#/job/PVGKRU

